Childishly easy + strong
Mex-s 1.134

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● The rigid frame

●● Minimalistic rigid frame

●● Very good adaptation to

●● Maxgrepp Ergo handrims

variant complements the
Mex-x to obtain further
advantages regarding weight, stability and driving
performance and thus
reach additional, active
target groups.
●● For active children and

youngsters
●● For application at home

and during recreation
●● For children of kindergar-

ten, nursery school and
school age
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wheelchair with maximum
variability
●● Seat unit independent from

the chassis
●● Front frame abducted
●● 2 frame lengths
●● Wheelbase resp. frame

length adjustable
●● Mex-x compatible

the individual measures of
the child

●● Handrim coating
●● Hand and spoke guard

●● Size adaptable seat unit

●● Wheelbase extender

●● Seat unit height adjustable

●● Head support

and tiltable up to 10°
●● Back angle optionally

adjustable
●● Seat width from

24 – 40 cm
●● Seat depth from

24 - 38 cm
●● Back height from

24 - 40 cm

●● Reflectors
●● Therapy table
●● Seaty seat cushion
●● Seaty Active moulded seat

system

Shank length
Very short shank lengths of
14 - 38 cm can be realised.
Simply turn the adapter
around.

The footboard
is depth and angle adjustable
and can easily be folded up
to the rear. This way the child
has even more space when
getting in or changing.

Brake
The brake integrated in the
side guard is positioned for
children and very easy to
activate.

Tipping safety
The plug-in support castor
provides max. safety and can
be swivelled-away to the top
or taken off.

Standard wheelchairs
Children and adolescent

The new Mex-x concept!
Safety for children is the focus of the whole Mex-x family. The joint modular system offers you the choice between a foldable or
rigid frame structure. The size adaptable seat unit makes it a flexible companion. The rigid Mex-s provides all advantages of the
foldable Mex-x with an even lower weight.

Technical data

Seat width

Seat depth Back height Seat height Seat height

Weight

Back angle

LSL

SW+245 mm (3°)
SHR + BH
605 / 665 mm
Midi 24-40 cm 24-34 cm 24-40 cm 34-45 cm 34-45 cm SW+310 mm (6°)
+ 60 mm
SW+370 mm (8°)

75 kg

75-105°

14-38 cm

SHR + BH
670 / 730 mm
+ 60 mm

75 kg

75-105°

14-38 cm

Maxi 24-40 cm 28-38 cm 24-40 cm 37-48 cm 37-48 cm

Overall width

view Midi

Overal height

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

Overall Length
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high variability, low ballast
mex-x 1.130

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● For active children and

●● Minimalistic folding

●● Very good adaption to the

●● Maxgrepp Ergo handrims

youngsters
●● For application at home

and in the free time
●● For children of kindergar-

ten, nursery school and
school age

wheelchair with maximum
variability
●● Seat unit independent from

the chassis
●● Abducted front frame
●● 2 frame lengths
●● Wheelbase resp. frame

length adjustable

individual measures of the
child

●● Hand and spoke guard

●● Size adaptable seat unit

●● Wheelbase extender

●● Seat unit height adjustable

●● Head support

and tiltable up to 10°
●● Back angle optional adjus-

table
●● Seat width from 24-40 cm
●● Seat depth from 24-38 cm
●● Back height from 24-40 cm
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●● Handrim coating

●● Brake lever extension
●● Reflectors
●● Seaty seat cushion
●● Seaty Active moulded seat

system

High variability low ballast!
The abducted low front frame
provides children with a lot of
space to move when getting
in or changing. Light materials, a straight construction
and design without frills keep
the mex-x lightweight and
create optimal movability and
a brilliant handling. Easiness
and maximal variability unite
in mex-x.

Children and adolescent
Standard wheelchairs

mex-x - a concept for the future – a wheelchair especially developed for children. The specialties: The seat unit is independent from the chassis which offers enormous adjustment variances. 2 frame lengths round off the concept. The wheelbase can be
chosen individually. A minimalistic folding wheelchair with maximum possibilities. Just mex-ximal!

Technical data

Seat width

Seat depth Back height Seat height Seat height

Weight

Back angle

LSL

SW+245 mm (3°)
SHR + BH
605 / 665 mm
Midi 24-40 cm 24-34 cm 24-40 cm 34-45 cm 34-45 cm SW+310 mm (6°)
+ 60 mm
SW+370 mm (8°)

75 kg

75-105°

14-38 cm

SHR + BH
670 / 730 mm
+ 60 mm

75 kg

75-105°

14-38 cm

Maxi 24-40 cm 28-38 cm 24-40 cm 37-48 cm 37-48 cm

Overall width

view Midi

Overal height

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

Overall Length
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a concept for the future
mex-x 1.130
i am mex-x
The sportive children
seat
The seat unit shows enormous variability. Seat
widths of 24 - 40 cm, seat
depths of 24 - 38 cm and
back heights of 24 - 40
cm are available.
Additionally they are
height adjustable from
34 - 45 cm resp. 37 - 48
cm and tiltable up to +/10°. To provide a convenient sitting position the
seat frame always ends
flush with the seat belt.
The back angle is optionally adjustable.

I am André!
I am a cowboy!
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The child's own mobility is
the focus! Children want to
move and discover the world.
They need suitable support.
Active adjustment possibilities provide this. mex-x offers
safety and reliability as children need it and that grow as
they grow.

Side guard
The mex-x comes up with
individual possibilities and
great ideas. The side guard is
directly connected with the
drive wheel, so further adjustment is not necessary.

Independent
from the seat adjustment
it simply follows the drive
wheel.

Centimetre exact work
Independent from each other
the side guards can be height
adjusted without steps to the
needs of the user.

Steering wheels
Assembled more to the front
and laterally tilted they provide a high tilting safety.

Footboard
It has a high bearing area, is
depth and angle adjustable
and can effortlessly be folded
up.

Support castors
The support castors are
available as double pack for
absolute safety.

Brake system
The brakes work with very
low operating forces (20 N).

Children and adolescent
Standard wheelchairs

Brake handle
The brake is easy to handle
and to grip. Integrated into
the side guard it is independent from the seat adjustment.

Under control
Height adjustable ergonomic
handles facilitate the pushing.

Select your own spoke
guard!
You can select your spoke
guard discs with your favourite picture from blueprince
and Tewo however you like
them best. Please find further
pictures under accessories.

Fits into the...
mex-x can be folded quickly
and small for transport. Simply fold up the footplate...

This is my dream job!

...smallest parking gap
...and fold it! Knuckles under
and instantly gives way.
I'm doing sports.

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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